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Abstract | While many workow management systems have emerged in recent years, few of them
provide any form of support for veri�cation. Consequently, most workows become operational before
they have been thoroughly checked. This frequently results in runtime errors which need to be corrected
on-the-y at, typically, prohibitive costs. This paper shows how veri�cation of a typical process control
speci�cation, which is at the heart of most workow speci�cations, can bene�t from state-of-the-art
Petri-net based analysis techniques. To illustrate the applicability of the approach, a veri�cation tool
has been developed. This tool can download and verify the correctness of process de�nitions designed
with Sta�ware, one of the leading workow management systems.
c2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen the proliferation of workowmanagement systems developed for di�erent
types of workows and based on di�erent paradigms (see e.g. [2, 21, 20, 22, 27, 30, 31, 41, 50]).
Despite the abundance of such tools, the critical issue of workow veri�cation is virtually neglected.
Few tools provide any form of veri�cation support.

This lack of support can be explained from the fact that the veri�cation of workows is hard
from a computational as well as an algorithmic point of view (see e.g. [1, 7, 26]). The consequences,
however, are that few workows are thoroughly checked before they are deployed in practice, which
often results in errors having to be corrected in an ad hoc fashion often at prohibitive costs.

Workow speci�cations address many issues including data ow, exception handling, recovery
etc. Hence, veri�cation of a full workow speci�cation is typically not feasible. However, typically
the speci�cation of process control is at the heart of most workow speci�cations. Workow
speci�cation languages need to support the speci�cation of moments of choice, sequential execution,
parallelism, synchronization, and iteration.

In this paper we focus on Task Structures (see e.g. [24]) which is a powerful language for the
speci�cation of process control. Task structures can be seen as a good general representative of
process control speci�cation languages used in workowmanagement. The speci�cation language as
used in [15] is essentially the same as Task Structures. In [10, 9] Task Structures were extended with
advanced workow concepts and used for a real-life workow application involving road closures
in Queensland. There are also workow management systems that use a language close to Task
Structures. In fact, we show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between Task Structures
and the diagramming technique used in Sta�ware [45]. Sta�ware is one of the leading workow
management systems with more than 550,000 users worldwide. In fact, according to the Gartner
Group, Sta�ware is the market leader with 25 percent of the global market [16].

Petri nets have been around since Carl Adam Petri's PhD thesis in the early sixties [37] and have
found many applications in computer science. Petri nets have a rigorous mathematical foundation
and a substantial body of theory for their formal analysis has been developed. In this paper this
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theory is exploited and state-of-the-art Petri-net based techniques are used for the veri�cation of
Task Structures. The results provide an important impetus for the further automation of workow
veri�cation, in particular as many sophisticated automated tools for the analysis of Petri nets exist.
One such tool, Woan [5], and its application, will be briey discussed in this paper. In particular,
it will be demonstrated how Woan can be used for the veri�cation of workow speci�cations in
Sta�ware.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 the various perspectives of workow
modeling are discussed. In Section 3, Task Structures are introduced. In Section 4 Task Structures
are �rst mapped to Petri nets and then an extension of this mapping is described to a particular
form of Petri nets, WF-nets, particularly suitable for workow modeling. Section 5 then applies
formal Petri net analysis techniques to the results of such mappings. In Section 6 we describe the
functionality of Woan and in particular the implementation of the link between Sta�ware and
Woan. Section 7 provides a concrete case study highlighting the main aspects of the approach
presented. Section 8 gives pointers to related work and Section 9 provides conclusions and some
topics for future research.

2. WORKFLOW PERSPECTIVES

The primary task of a workow management system is to enact case-driven business processes
by joining several perspectives. The following perspectives are relevant for workow modeling
and workow execution: (1) control ow (or process) perspective, (2) resource (or organization)
perspective, (3) data (or information) perspective, (4) task (or function) perspective, (5) operation
(or application) perspective. (These perspectives are similar to the perspectives given in [27].)
In the control-ow perspective, workow process de�nitions (workow schemas) are de�ned to
specify which tasks need to be executed and in what order (i.e., the routing or control ow). A
task is an atomic piece of work. Workow process de�nitions are instantiated for speci�c cases
(i.e., workow instances). Examples of cases are: a request for a mortgage loan, an insurance
claim, a tax declaration, an order, or a request for information. Since a case is an instantiation
of a process de�nition, it corresponds to the execution of concrete work according to the speci�ed
routing. In the resource perspective, the organizational structure and the population are speci�ed.
The organizational structure describes relations between roles (resource classes based on functional
aspects) and groups (resource classes based on organizational aspects). Thus clarifying organiza-
tional issues such as responsibility, availability, and authorization. Resources, ranging from humans
to devices, form the organizational population and are allocated to roles and groups. The data
perspective deals with control and production data. Control data are data introduced solely for
workow management purposes, e.g., variables introduced for routing purposes. Production data
are information objects (e.g., documents, forms, and tables) whose existence does not depend on
workow management. The task perspective describes the elementary operations performed by
resources while executing a task for a speci�c case. In the operational perspective the elementary
actions are described. These actions are often executed using applications ranging from a text
editor to custom build applications to perform complex calculations. Typically, these applications
create, read, or modify control and production data in the information perspective.

This paper addresses the problem of workow veri�cation. Although each of the perspectives
is relevant, we focus on the control ow perspective. In fact, we focus on the life cycle of one case
in isolation. In the remainder of this section, we will motivate why it is reasonable to abstract
from the other perspectives when verifying a workow.

The resource perspective can only restrict the routing of cases, i.e., it does not enable execution
paths excluded in the control ow perspective. Therefore, it su�ces to focus on deadlocks as a
result of restrictions imposed by the resource perspective. A potential deadlock could arise (1)
when multiple tasks try to allocate multiple resources at the same time, or (2) when there are tasks
imposing such demanding constraints that no resource quali�es. The �rst type of deadlock often
occurs in exible manufacturing where both space and tools are needed to complete operations thus
potentially resulting in locking problems [43]. However, given today's workow technology, such
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